Liquid lift and blunt needle facial rejuvenation with Radiesse

Radiesse is calcium based non hyaluronic acid filler hydroxyapatite. It has a growing importance in the rejuvenation of the whole face. Radiesse can be used for the treatments of wrinkles, similar to other fillers, but Radiesse has a better material for the correction of volume deficiencies and of contour losses of the face. Proper applied Radiesse works lifting by filling, a Radiesse “Facelift” can be especially suggested by a ptotic face with not too much skin excess. Radiesse is produced by the German Company “Merz Aesthetics”, which is renowned among the “top three” producers of aesthetic medical materials. The magic of Radiesse liquid lift is that the patient’s has a lifting effect without surgery within minutes and a social ability is usually prompt after the procedure. Qualified specialists need only two invisible punctures on the face to perform the bloodless and almost painless special needle lifting according to Radiesse augmentation. The term liquid lift arises by the special dilution of the injected crystals of calcium hydroxy-apatite, which is completely inert and reabsorbed being substituted by collagen fibers, these create a tridimensional collagen structure which stretches and supports the face, when placed in proper vectors. The procedure is shown in the workshops. Simultaneous applying of superficial, epi-SMAS and deep layer infiltrations promote the three dimensional symmetry of a Radiesse lift and rejuvenation.
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